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1. General framework 
 
The “Monoplus” project initiated by the English-speaking Catholic Community of 

Luxembourg in 2016 aims to help persons seeking international protection to get to 

know Luxembourg better and to spend the time during which their application is 

processed in a healthy and active way that will help them to integrate better if and 

when they obtain refugee status. The project is conducted by volunteers not only 

from the English-speaking Catholic Community, but from various faiths and 

nationalities, who cooperate closely with other initiatives having a similar aim.  

 

Throughout 2018 activities took place within the broader “Reech-eng-Hand” 

framework described in the 2017 report. In addition to meal delivery in several 

centres, activities with children were offered mainly at Logopédie (reception centre 

for newly arrived with a big resident turnover); social outings at “foyer” Eich 

(reception centre for families with special needs), whereas the mobile library and 

language coaching served various reception centres across the country.  

	
 The situation of applications for international protection and its management is in 

constant evolution. The project was started in order to respond to the 2015 refugee 

crises derived from the war in Syria, when applications found rapid acceptance with a 

consequent need of integration efforts. At this date, the population in reception 

centres has changed dramatically. Apart from applicants from a restricted number of 

countries, most residents will have to be transferred to other EU countries, according 

to the Dublin III regulation or will have to be repatriated to their countries of origin, 

voluntarily or mandatorily. A number of them will disappear and become clandestine. 

Hence motivation to learn the local languages or to make an integration effort has 

decreased considerably. Growing fatigue has to be registered also among the Red 

Cross social teams, which are probably overwhelmed by a heavy daily routine. This 

did not discourage our volunteers who demonstrated great flexibility and creativity in 

adjusting to the new situation. 

 

The overall disbursement has been 3 123 €. Sometimes volunteers met small 

expenditures derived from their action without asking to be reimbursed. The project 

report will also mention activities for which we did not claim reimbursement. It will 

inform our Parish through the Community website,  
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Some changes occurred in internal organisation. During the year John Coughlan 

withdrew from coordination and was sucedeed by Caren Baviera (meal distribution), 

Marcella McCarthy and Monica Terzi (other activities) 

	
	
2. Activity report 
 

2.1. Meal delivery 
The distribution of meals by volunteers at reception centers is an activity that 

requires no funding beyond the goodwill of the volunteers. It is nevertheless an 

essential element in the way in which the Red Cross engages people from the local 

community in work with asylum-seekers and refugees. By helping out regularly with 

the meals, volunteers gain a better understanding of and commitment to supporting 

asylum-seekers in their attempts to integrate with the local community for those who 

will receive the status of refugees, and to face the challenges elsewhere for the 

others. This aspect of volunteering is very important as a stepping stone towards 

more focused and sustained involvement. Where the AIPS are concerned, the 

presence of volunteers at mealtimes undoubtedly provides an extra note of warmth 

and friendliness, which can give a momentary respite from their daily cares. It is also 

a welcome support to the Red Cross team. 

During 2018, volunteers originating from the Monoplus project coordinated and 

volunteered for the distribution of meals at the following reception centres:  

-“Ancienne Logopédie”, Strassen  

-“Ancienne Maternité”, Luxembourg (until June 2018) 

- Don Bosco/Lily Unden, Limpertsberg  

 

2.2. Language coaching and bibliotherapy 
 

Regular tuition could not be held in reception centres. However, formal courses were 

held troughout the year  in the premises of Crist-Roi by our Reech-eng Hand partner 

in the French speaking community under the supervision of Caritas. 

 

Until summer, a language teacher was available every Monday at the Logopédie for 

an initial 90 minute contact with the French language. Due to the changes in the 

benefits policy by OLAI, the social team intended to organise proper courses after 

summer, but this did not happen and coaching stopped altogether. 
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 The teacher reports: 

“Every class was different since each time participants were different. Residents 

were not informed of this facility, therefore I made use of the piano in the room to 

raise curiosity and interest. Each time I started the course introducing myself with a 

smile and the sentence “Je suis…” and inviting the participant(s) to do the same. No 

matter the level of culture, mother language or the level of distress, the simplicity of 

this exchange created an attitude of trust that opened the door to various class 

situations.   

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

The visual aids provided by the Service 

de Formation des Adults of the Ministry 

of Education, proved to be very useful. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Sometimes participants were only intrigued by the piano and expressed their souls 

with music improvisations, no matter if they knew the music or not.  

Some other times the desire to learn was enormous and in 90 minutes a lot of 

information was passed over.  
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The participants’ promise to continue 

attendance was only rarely maintained, 

therefore, when participants had a 

smartphone I showed them how to use 

Youtube videos for self-learning”. 

(Monica Terzi) 

 	
	

 

 

 

In other centres, language coaching took the form of bibliotherapy or learning by 

doing. 

Herewith the volunteer report: 

“The mobile library was started in the autumn of 2017, continued through the school 

year in 2018 and is continuing on this year.  The dates have already been fixed.   

 

 

 
 

 

 

The purpose of the library is to bring 

 some life and laughter  

to the following five Centres: 

Differdange/DonBoscoLilyUnden/ 

Eich/Oberkorn/Soleuvre.  

 

 

Our action implies sending and 

requesting back the books lent.   Each 

visit is different. Emphasis is on finding 

reading books for continuing language 

study and normal daily life questions. 

Each interchange is a language lesson.   
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Being a teacher and a clown (worked in the Luxembourgish Hospital System for 5 

years as a clown) I can not leave a person without a smile.   

 

 We have asked our friends and acquaintances to donate children’s books in the 

languages of the Luxembourgish school system: French German, Luxembourgish 

and English.  Dictionaries and image books in French are of course tremendously 

popular.  We have ordered books in Farsi and Arabic for children to be read to and to 

learn to read themselves.  The director of the school system in Differdange has 

supported the system of foreign students keeping up with the language of their 

parents.  We ask what special interests people have and try to find an appropriate 

book or reference source to match the interest.  I have one Italian assistant, and am 

looking for people who might want to help.  It is really important that a helper speaks 

French or German or Luxembourgish.  We are looking at adding a new venue in the 

near future. “ (Marijane Andreopoulos) 

 

In October the association “Sleeves up”, contacted us asking for a French teacher 

who could help a Syrian university refugee student. 

 

 

. The student was already fluent in 

everyday French, but was not able to 

follow the course in financial economy 

delivered in French.  

A retired bank employee offered to assist the student in understanding the course 

content. The four meetings they had between October and December enabled her to 

follow the lectures of the course. 

 

2.3. Life in Luxembourg: Social outings and cinema visits. “Foyer” Eich 
 

The main objective of this project component is to offer the residents the possibility to 

have contacts outside the reception centre and appreciate the cultural life of the city 

of Luxembourg that hosts them. The report of the volunteers is here below: 
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3rd February 2018 

 

« A visit to the National Museum of 

Natural History. Five participants, one 

Syrian, one African with his young son 

Jean Daniel and three volunteers (John 

Arlette and Eliane). A very enjoyable 

morning had by all. 

 

 
 

25 February2018 

Visit to an exposition of photos by Raymond Clement. This was a wonderful 

exposition of large landscape format photos (l’ Our valley Haute -Sure, Mullerthal) 

which was utterly captivating for us all. Five participants, one Syrian, Sami and one 

African, Marta and three volunteers (John, Arlette and Eliane). 

26 April.2018 

Concert at the Conservatoire with OPL and Conservatoire laureats. A wonderful 

concert which was free with composers of such calibre as Tchaikovsky, Ravel, 

Prokofiev. One Syrian participant, Sami, and one volunteer (Eliane). 

29 April 2018 

Concert at the Philharmonie. Concert-apero des Amis de l’OPL 

(violin,cello,piano,Dvorak,Smetana a.o.) One Syrian participant, Sami and one 

volunteer (Eliane). 

18 May 2018 

Concert at the Philharmonie ‘Manhatten, The American Dream’ with the OPL and a 

guest pianist who amongst others played a wonderful interpretation of Rhapsody in 

Blue by Gershwin and some jazz after the interval. One participant, Mohammed, was 

impressed as much by the beauty of the building as he was by the performance. One 

volunteer, Eliane, participated. 

28 May2018 

Laureat Piano recital at the Philharmonie-small auditorium. Classical programme 

(Brahms sonata, Ravel’s ‘La Valse’) Two Syrian participants, Sami and Tahsine and 

two volunteers Eliane and Marcella. Too classical for Sami and Tahsine! 
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2nd June 2018 

Philharmonie: Best of Movies. 

Very enjoyable evening. One Syrian participant, Sami, who really loved this and one 

volunteer, Eliane. 

13 Juky 2018 

Ornina Syrian Orchestra Grand Theatre. A very enjoyable evening. Two Syrian 

participants, Sami and Tahsine, who found this very emotional and one volunteer, 

Eliane.” (Eliane Fettes)  

 

« February 2018 Lunchtime classical music Concert in Eglise Protestante in 

Luxembourg city. I attended with two residents of Eich and it was a short but 

pleasant experience. The concert was free and well attended by the public 

August 2018 Mini Golf outing to the Grund.  We were approx. 6 children and 6 

adults. The children were quite young and if at times they did not experience the 

success they would have liked with the mini golf they certainly made up for this with 

the enjoyment they got from their ice creams. It was a pleasant Sunday afternoon 

activity. 

 

 

August 2018 Visit to the Casemate. I 

contacted the VdL who provided a guide 

for us for this activity. It was a pity it was 

poorly attended. We had one Iraqi lady 

with her autistic 6-year-old and one 

single Syrian man as well as an 

Ethiopian lady. The tour was interesting 

but not entirely suitable for a 6-year-old.  

Afterwards we enjoyed an ice-cream 

together in the Place d Armes. 

 

 

October 2018. Visit to Utopolis to see A Star is Born. Only one African resident 

attended. The film was chosen because it was contemporary and because a teenage 

resident of the centre had asked if at some point, we could go to Utopolis to see a 

movie. We had confined ourselves to visiting the Cinematheque until then. The 

resident who attended was an adult and a fan of Lady Gagas music and sang some 

lines of her songs as we took the tram to the cinema. » (Marcella McCarthy) 
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Upon Red Cross request 25 cinema tickets were bought for residents wishing to go 

to the cinema on their own. 

 

On 11 December 2018 a particularly 

vulnerable family at Eich was offered the 

possibility to attend the Advent Circus 

and have a day like any other family in 

Luxembourg 

  
 

 

2.4. Sporting activities 
 

During 2018, the sporting activity budget line was only used to support a young 

Syrian resident at the Eich foyer who underwent torture by Syrian forces and was at 

a very serious suicide risk. Upon agreement with the person in charge from the Red 

Cross , it was agreed to meet the costs of the fees for two month training at the Krav 

Maga sport hall. Setting up this gym routine has made a huge difference to him. He 

now has the residency papers. 

 

2.5. Women and children 
 

“The Arabic speaking Woman’s discussion group was quite useful during the 2018 

year.  We asked the women to let us know the topics that they wanted to find out 

more about.  Some of the topics looked into were: How do I deal with the 

Luxembourgish School System, How to combat negativity, I wear a Hijab, I don’t 

wear a hijab, and I have a job interview on Monday, what do I do?; a discussion with 

an Arabic speaking member of the Luxembourgish court system. The women have 

now become more independent and we see each other on more of a one on one 

friendship basis.  Since there are more women coming all the time, I think it is a good 

idea to open it up again for more discussions.  Having backup friends and meeting 

new people is always a benefit and not that easy to find.” (Marijane Andreoploulos)    

 

In January 2018 an art activity took place at Eich including all the resident children, 

including two autistic children. 
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Activities with children in Logopédie were 

carried out under coordination by our Reech-

eng-Hand partner in the Italian-speaking 

community,  

 
 

 

 

according to the following schedule: 

Monday, Wednesday and Friday 

afternoon (2pm – 4pm, after school) 

and Saturday morning.  

 

 

Our contribution was limited to the reimbursement of materials for various activities, 

such as art activities, preparation of a carnival party and others. 

 

 

 

 

On New Year’s Eve we organised a 

distribution of toys to the children 

resident at Eich.  
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“The initiative originated by an offer of toys from an elderly lady, more toys were 

collected and distributed on New Year’s Eve in accordance with the tradition of 

several countries where presents are offered by “Granpa Ice” on that day. This 

allowed me to take advantage of the enormous waste that accompanies our western 

Christmas traditions. Fourteen children out of the twenty-five residents received the 

present directly into their hands from Granpa, disguised exactly as Santa (ASTI lent 

the costume). The others received their presents from the Red Cross staff. Each 

present was age and gender appropriate, according to the list provided by RC. 

Although donated, the presents were almost new and basketballs and footballs were 

bought for teenagers.   

 

 

It was important to us that each gift be 

personally addressed to the recipient and 

each present individually wrapped.  

 
 

An important aspect of organising this activity was raising the awareness of the 

donor children to the waste in which they live. I had asked a restricted number of 

people not to throw away papers and decorations of the presents they received at 

Christmas, which made the donation very colourful and prevented waste.” (Monica 

Terzi) 

 

2.6. Social events 
 
Each Wednesday between January and April 2018 two different families from 

Logopédie organised cooking activities in the Don Bosco kitchen 
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The fact of shopping and cooking 

together allowed establishing 

relationships based on confidence and 

conviviality, while regaining self-worth by 

sharing cuisine traditions of their 

countries.  

 

On 28th June 2018 the traditional summer party took place at Eich in cooperation 

with Ons Heemecht and La Ville de Luxembourg. 

 

 

The objective of the party was to 

establish good contacts between the 

residents and the neighbourhood in a 

festive atmosphere. This year the party 

included a concert by the Iranian singer 

Tohid Tohidi. Approximately one hundred 

people took part in it. We supported the 

event covering the costs of the catering 

prepared by the residents themselves. 

 

 

	

	
	

	
  

This year the Christmas party at Logopédie was mainly organised by Ons 

Heemecht. Our Reech-eng-Hand partner of the Italian-speaking community 

cooperated in organising a toy donation from the International school “Over the 

rainbow” in Luxembourg.  

 

Le Foyer d’Eich pour Migrants et Réfugiés de la Croix Rouge 
luxembourgeoise, ensemble avec Mir wëllen iech ons
Heemecht weisen et en collaboration avec l’International
English speaking community de la Paroisse de Notre
Dame ont le plaisir de vous inviter au

Concert de Tohid Tohidi
JEUDI 28/06/2018 À 19:00
@ LE PARC, DERRIÈRE LE FOYER
28 RUE D’EICH // L-1460 LUXEMBOURG

Chanteur iranien, Tohid Tohidi a débuté sa carrière au 
Grand-Duché de Luxembourg. Laissez-vous emporter
par une musique entraînante, riche et colorée, pour
faire de cette soirée un moment inoubliable.  

Le concert sera suivi d’un barbecue !

Merci de bien vouloir confi rmer votre presence à :
chiara.trombetta@croix-rouge.lu 

www.onsheemecht.lu  //  facebook.com/onsheemecht
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Our volunteers contributed to the party 

by preparing crêpes together with the 

residents. They did not want to be 

reimbursed for the ingredients. 

 

 
 

 

3. Project outcomes, difficulties met, and suggestions for future action 
 

Although we do not aim to measure the outcomes of our support to AIPs, which 

would be an impossible task, we hope that our actions have an impact on the lives of 

people whom we will probably never see again in the future. It happens though that 

asylum seekers or refugees meet our volunteers on the street or at a bus stop or in 

the Auchan gallery. They always reward us with big smiles, which makes us feel that 

it is possible for them to establish new relationships and to integrate in a new 

environment. When AIPs receive refugee status, friendships can develop and result 

in concrete help. Most volunteers engaged in this project report it to be rewording 

work. 

 

It is worthy of note that the Mateneen initiative has offered an institutional framework 

to our volunteers’ action, as well as contacts with other local associations, thus 

promoting our own integration into the life of our country of residence. 

 

The situation is different when applications are rejected. Volunteers feel left on their 

own without really knowing what to do, which probably also explains the changed 

attitude of the Red Cross social staff towards volunteers wanting to organise 

activities in reception centres. Probably a new kind of training would be useful for this 

new situation, where the notion of integration could be extended to the broader 

meaning of integration in any country. 

 

While confirming the importance of meal delivery and attention to the children within 

reception centres, we would welcome the proposal made by the responsible persons 

of the Mateneen initiative during the meeting of 9 October 2018, to pool resources 
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and centralise assistance and recreational resources for adult AIPs. A centre where 

asylum seekers could find attention and expression of their talents would imply a 

more active role from their side; it would allow a better definition of needs and a 

better use of volunteers and of the skills they have to offer. 
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